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I don't normally read that kind of magazine. In fact, I've always privately felt disdain for 

the blaring headlines that so boldly announce "Woman Has Space Alien's Baby" or "Dog Born 

Singing National Anthem.”  It sometimes seemed as if there was no limit to what the 

supermarket tabloids would print to catch shoppers' eyes and entice them to purchase copies. I 

couldn't help noticing, as I stood in line to purchase my cart full of groceries, however, the grisly 

headline, “Last Pictures Taken of Ted Bundy After Execution.” 

I glanced around to see who might he watching as my hand snaked toward the magazine 

as if it had a mind of its own. I quickly flipped through the pages while keeping an eye out for 

my turn to check out. On page 29 was the article and pictures that I sought. 

I gazed as if mesmerized at the fuzzy, out-of-focus pictures of a body lying on a metal 

slab. The head was shaved and covered with round dark circles that appeared to be burn marks of 

some type. The nose was well-shaped, strong and aquiline. The mouth was drawn in a silent 

grimace; the lips thin and cruel. I looked closer and recognized traces of the patent 

handsomeness that had convinced so many young women to develop a fatal trust. Gone, however, 

was the facade of boyish innocence, the bold theatrics of the courtroom defendant, the sly 

negotiator seeking last minute reprieve in exchange for his sordid confession. Instead, I saw only 

a man's body, pale and vulnerable in death. 

I could not help hut remember all of the carnage that Theodore Bundy had been 

responsible for in his sociopathic lifetime, now shortened by the executioner's rites.  I trembled 

in anger as I thought of the victims--sisters, daughters, friends. Their common bond a 

blossoming womanhood and a fateful meeting with Ted Bundy. 

My palms grew wet and left an imprint on the pages as I thought of the families forever 

suspended in grief as the death sentence silenced the only one who could have provided 

information about their lost loved ones’ fates. The magazine began to shake as I contemplated 

the survivors' lives--somehow spared but forever shadowed by memories of the violent ordeal. 

My thoughts were suddenly interrupted by the cashier's polite, "Will there be anything 

else?" "No," 1 replied, embarrassed, as I quickly stuffed the magazine back in its rack and 

fumbled in my wallet for my money. "No, I just wanted to see...I mean I needed to know... I just 

had to make sure he was really dead,” I tried to explain as I waited for my change. 

“I know what you mean," she said as she punched the keys on the cash register with a 

surprising vehemence. "I know what you mean," she repeated firmly as she handed me my 

change. 

I pocketed my money, picked up my bag of groceries, and silently left the store. The 

banners on the supermarket tabloids continued to blare their obscene headlines--a strange 

combination of last rites and executioner's song. 


